Unit 4 Project - Ethics and Leadership
Step 1: With your group, brainstorm one ethical situation that many high school students face.
Ex. You are offered the answers to an upcoming final for only $50, but you’re not sure if
the final is the same as last year’s - do you buy them?
Step 2: Think of 5 ‘follow up questions’ that could change the answer given to the initial
question.
Ex. What if the price was lowered to $25?
What if you knew the final would be the same?
etc…
Step 3: Interview at least 30 people - (there are 3 of you in a group, this shouldn’t be a
problem!) that fall into this age range... Come up with a plan as to how to record your results REMEMBER! you will need to present this data to the class!
● Think about: What will you final product be? a video? powerpoint? Prezi? (use this
information when brainstorming how to gather your data)
● Will you create “Yes, No, Depends” cards for your interviewees to choose from? Will you
have them write down their answers? Will you film or record audio? etc.. think about
these things!
● **The last question to your interviewee (so, question #7) should be: Do you think you
chose the ‘right’ or ethical thing to do? Why or why not?
Step 4: Collect your data and analyze your results! Things to think about… (and to include in
your presentation)
- What did the majority response turn out to be *Yes, No or Depends?
- What did it ‘depend’ on? (Think about your 5 follow up questions… how did answers
change?)
- Did people think their choice was right or ethical, did you agree?
- What conclusions can you bring to the class about this topic and high school kids making
the right choices, etc.

